Call for applications for Arab and foreign participants for the 30th Jordan Theatre Festival (2024)

The Ministry of Culture of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan / Directorate of Theatre and Visual Arts is pleased to announce the opening of the call for applications for private and public groups and individuals to participate in the 30th Jordan Theatre Festival, which will be held from 6-14 November 2024.

Terms of Participation;

1- Fill in the participation form attached to the Ministry’s website www.culture.gov.jo

2- The festival presents various adult theater shows, and does not accept monodrama shows.

3- The applying group must practice its work professionally.

4- The theatrical work must be produced in the last two years.

5- Participating plays from abroad are committed not to deviate from the text and scenes of the theatrical performance and the technical conditions of the work as stated in the electronic copy that was viewed and approved. (The organizing committee has the right to stop the performance of any play that does not adhere, and exclude the group and their director from participating in future festivals.)
6- Each participating troupe is responsible for the artistic level it presents and the content and themes of the participating play. The ideas that will be presented in the plays should express the point of view of the participating troupe or country and do not necessarily represent the point of view of the Ministry of Culture or the organizing committee. Please note that all submitted plays are subject to viewing via DVD or links by the organizing committee before displaying, and the committee is entitled to decline any work that does not meet the conditions of participation including artistic quality and technical aspects, without providing reasons.

7- The number of the theatrical team should not exceed (10) participants, including artists and administrators.

8- Each member of the participating theatrical team is obligated to attach a health travel insurance document during his/her stay in Jordan.

9- The Ministry of Culture bears travel tickets, accommodation, and subsistence for the festival’s guests of honor or committee members of artists, media personal and critics.

10- The participating group shall bear all the expenses of its travel to and from its country and shall ensure confirmation of its participation.

11- The participating group will bear the costs of shipping its own set, accessories, costumes and any other required items.
12- The Ministry shall bear the expenses of accommodation, subsistence, and internal transportation for the participating groups.

13- All information and data about the play must be sent to the theatrical season administration before the end of the period specified for receiving applications. This should include:

- DVDs by email or electronic viewing links.
- A press file.
- A copy of the theatrical text.
- Photographs of the theatrical show.
- Completed participation form.

14. Participating theatrical performances will be distributed in the festival program based on the information received and the organizing committee’s considerations of the show’s requirements.

15. The deadline for submitting applications for participation is August 1st, 2024. Only the selected theatre groups will be informed one month before the festival date.

- Please note that this form is not an invitation to the festival. Instead, it is an information form about the theatre performance and a request for participation.
Directorate of Theater and Visual Arts / the 30th Jordan Theater Festival

Amman, Jordan

P.O. Box 6140, code 11118

Tel: 00962796822049

Please complete the festival participation form and send it via email to: theater@culture.gov.jo